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The application of electricity to motive purposes

having been commenced years ago, in such forms as
the toy for spinning Geissler tubes, and later the
the small motors applied to sewing machines, and
such similar contrivances, has within the last two or
three years through the scientific labours of Deprez,
Trouvd, Siemens, Count du Moncel and others, and
the more practical work of such men as Gramme,
Griscom, Brush, Julian, Klieson, Reckenzaun. and
Immisch, reached such a stage of success as to be
now capable of being presented in an almost perfect
form to the commercial public.
This state of perfection has only been1 attained
by long and careful experiments, by constantly noting
every point of weakness, and removing them one by
one at each succeeding trial.
Some idea of the
slowness and tediousness of this process of develop
ment, may be gathered by comparing the machines
of such early investigators asFroment and Bourbouze,
whose machines were cruder far in comparison, than
the steam engines before the time of Watt, or the
locomotives that preceded “ the Rocket,” with the
finished productions of the leading English and
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American manufacturers of the present day. Perhaps
that which gave the greatest impulse to this branch
of Electrical Science, was the development of the
practical storage cell from the experiments of Grove,
and the early attempts of Sutton, Faure, and Plante,
by such men as Sellon, Volkmar, Elieson, and
Reckenzaun, so that what was years ago but a curious
laboratory exhibit is now a cistern of energy capable
of holding the stored work of the mighty steamengine and delivering it up again as required.
It is proposed in this pamphlet to speak more
particularly of the use of electricity as applied to
tramway purposes.
The propulsion of a tramcar, as indeed the per
formance of any other work (in the dynamic sense
of the word) necessitates a demand being made on
one or other of the natural sources of energy in the
universe. Of these sources there are several, but in
practice few of them are as yet available for com
mercial purposes; the chemical energy of uncombined
zinc, to be developed in a galvanic battery ; the
chemical energy of unoxidized carbon (fuelcoal,
wood, or oil) to be developed in a furnace; the vital
energy of nature as developed by the horse; the
mechanical energy of gravitation as developed by
falling bodies, such as the weights in clocks and the
like; or by water in the water-wheel or turbine ; and
the kinetic energy of aerial currents to be developed
by the sails of the windmill or ship.
For tramway purposes however, it is only need
ful to mention three of these—the horse, utilising

vital energy ; the turbine, utilising that of the water
fall ; and the steam-engine utilising that of the coal
burnt in its furnace.
In all electrical systems of tramways the natural
energy is converted into electrical by means of a
dynamo, and then conveyed by various methods to
the cars. This has been done in four principal ways,
and the various tramway systems are distinguished
by the method in which the energy generated is
applied to the propulsion of the car ; being direct as
in horse trams and railway trains ; transmitted as in
the cable and most of the electric systems; or com
ported as in the accumulator system.
While voltaic batteries Avere the only avail
able sources of electric currents economical working
of electric motors was hopeless, for a voltaic battery,
wherein electric currents are generated by dissolv
ing zinc in sulphuric acid is a very expensive
source of power. To say nothing of the cost of
acid, the zinc—the very fuel of the battery—
costs more than twenty times as much' as ■ coal
and is a far worse fuel, for whilst an ounce of
zinc will evolve heat to an amount equivalent to
113,000 foot pounds of work, an ounce of coal will
furnish the equivalent of 095,000 foot pounds
For the present purpose it will be assumed that
the steam engine is the source of energy.
Those methods of conducting the electricity to
the cars, that first call for notice and which actually
come first in the order of time, are the conductor
systems.
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Of these there are three varieties:—
First, the nse of a third insulated rail as con
ductor to convey the current from the generator to
an electric engine called the motor carried on the
locomotive, between which motor and the insulated
rail contact is made by a wheel or a sliding spring
or brush, while the two ordinary rails serve as a
return circuit, the current being conducted from the
motor to the rails through the frame, axle and wheels
of the locomotive.
This plan of using the ordinary rails as positive
and negative conductors, and insulating the wheels
and axles of the car is attended with the objection
that owing to the rail supports having to carry heavy
loads, there is difficulty in insulating the rails suffic
iently to prevent excessive leakage to earth.
It is however the cheapest of all methods to
construct, no expense being incurred for special con
ductors, but on the other hand it is extremely diffi
cult to maintain in efficient working order, on account
of the low nature of the insulation and its constant
liability to be impaired by the traffic. On this
account it is impossible to use small high-tension cur
rents to work it, and moreover it is inadmissable in
street tramways, from the fact that the rails there
being flush with the roadway are incapable of insul
ation.
Secondly, the employment of an overhead con
ductor, supported on poles or from the roof of an
arch or tunnel, contact being made, either by a carrier
on wheels running along the conductor, or by rubbing.
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The return circuit may be either through a second
overhead conductor or through the ordinary rails as
in the third rail plan.
From an electrical point of
view simply, this perhaps is the most satisfactory
method of all.
The insulation is not difficult to
maintain, and can be made sufficiently good to admit
of the use of small and economical high-tension
currents, the prime cost of the conductor and poles
is not great, and any defects are easily detected
and repaired.
But on the other hand, beside
laboring under the defects of the conductor systems
generally, the presence of an elevated conductor,
following without intermission the line of track, and
connected to every car by a flexible travelling wire
could not for a moment be tolerated in the busy
streets of our cities.
Thirdly, the use of an underground insulated
conductor placed in a conduit between the rails, and
conducting the current from the generator through
a contact carriage to the motor, whence it is con
veyed back through the frame, axle, wheels,'and rails.
Of conductor systems this one alone is really
applicable to street tramway work.
The rails, since they do not require to be
insulated, can be laid flush with the street, while
the underground conductor obviates the insuperable
objection which exists to the overhead wire plan.
The general design and appearance of this system is
very similar to that of a cable tramway.
The car
has an arm somewhat analagous to the gripper
passing down through a central slot and connecting
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by a sliding carrier, or brush with the conductor
beneath. The track is therefore neither unsightly nor
dangerous to other traffic, and can cross other roads
and thoroughfares with all the ease of the cable
tram system, and with far less inconvenience and
complication.
These three systems, which have now been
described, and which may be classed under the head
of conductor systems, have all to contend with a
difficulty which has been already referred to, namely
that of insulation, which perhaps needs a little
explanation.
All known bodies are conductors of electricity
to some extent, although they differ in degree by
many millions of times. Those that allow a free
passage to the electric current are, however, in general
alone referred to as conductors, while those through
which the flow is inappreciable are termed insulators.
Between these two, may be placed a class of materials
which while not allowing sufficient current to pass to
to be of any use as conductors, yet allow so much as
to came serious leakage when they come into actual
contact with the conductor. Of this last class the
earth itself is the most important example, and earth
when moist, it may be remarked, is a very much
better conductor, or in other words a very much poorer
insulator than when dry. So that the practical
problem of insulation that the electrician has con
stantly to contend with, is that of keeping his
conductor from contact with the earth or other
moist semi-conductor (such as a damp telegraph post
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or wet sleeper) by the insertion of some one or other
of the better insulators between. The air itself is an
excellent insulator, and hence it is much easier to
maintain the insulation of an overhead line, where the
only points needing attention are the small areas of
contact at the supporting posts, than of any con
ductor lying on or under the ground needing
attention throughout its whole length and liable to
leak to its surroundings, which are extremely likely
to become damp with rain, dew, or other moisture.
Groat attention lias been paid however to this matter
of insulation in connection with the underground
system, and many ingenious devices have been
designed to lesson the danger of leakage due to the
fact of the conductor having to be at least partially
exposed to permit of the contact of the collecting
brush carried hy the car. Although these devices
render the construction of the conductor conduit
somewhat complicated and expensive, they may
nevertheless be regarded as fairly successful, and at
any rate render this system a perfectly feasible one.
One point in connection with this system,
and which is common to the cable as well as
to all electric systems on the conductor plan, must
not be left unnoticed. It is this, in the nature of
things one conductor leads from the central source
of motive power—the engine house—and supplies
eyery car on the line. All of them draw their
supply from the same dynamo, hence any single
fault in either engine, dynamo, or conductor, cuts off
the supply from every car, and the whole system is at
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a standstill until the defect be removed or repaired.
Good workmanship in the first place, and car. ful
attention to details subsequently are the necessary
requirements to obviate this catastrophe.
Having then considered these conductor sys
tems, it remains to notice—
Fourthly, the employment of storage batteries
placed preferably under the seats of the car, with the
motor and gear underneath, or the whole placed < n a
separate carriage. This system differs from all the
preceding ones in the fact that each car is, when
once charged, independent of all the rest of the system,
that is it carries its supply with it and in itself instead
of having it transmitted to it by means of any form
of conductor. The dynamo or machine for gener
ating the electrical energy in this case is similar to
that of any other system, but instead of pouring a
constant stream of electricity into a main to feed
each car along the track, it is used to charge or fill
spare sets of accumulators, to be ready to replace
those which have been exhausted in the running of
the cars.
The accumulator or storage cell is not, to speak
with absolute correctness, a store of electricity but
rather an arrangement of certain metals and chemi
cals which under the passage of an electric current
become so altered in their nature as to cause a
similar current to flow out of them when the proper
external conditions are satisfied. The storage cell, of
the type in actual use, in its simplest form consists of
two plates of lead placed in a vessel of dilute sul-
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pliurie acid. In this state the battery is perfectly
neutral and can under no circumstances develop any
current. In order to make it a store of electrical
energy it must be first subjected to a preliminary
process called “forming,” and when formed it has to be
charged. The forming may be accomplished solely
by the use of the electric current, and this was in
fact the original method ot Plante.
The first effect
of the current used in forming a battery is to so
decompose the fluid in which the plates are im
mersed as to generate oxygen in connection with the
plate at which the current enters, and hydrogen in
connection with the one at which it leaves the battery.
The effect of the generation of the oxygen is to form
a thin film of peroxide of lead on the surface of one
plate, the hydrogen leavesThe other unalterd. The
plate at which the oxygen is developed is called the
negative or “ red plate,” the other the positive or
“ grey plate.” If the current be reversed that which
was the positive, will be the negative plate, and
become coated with peroxide, while the peroxide on
the plate that is now the positive, will be reduced to
the form of finely.divided or spongy lead.
In this way two plates originally exactly alike
become converted into two dissimilar plates, one
covered with peroxide and the other with spongy
lead.
N ow although ordinary lead is almost imper
vious to the action of dilute sulphuric acid, spongy
lead is easily acted upon and does the same duty as
the zinc plate in an ordinary galvanic cell, while
peroxide-of lead, like peroxide of manganese, is a
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very excellent negative element, and these two im
mersed in dilute sulphuric acid form a powerful
electric couple, having an electromotive force of
about, two volts. The current given off from such
a battery as this will be of very short duration, for
its action on the plates will be to bring them both
into the same condition, by oxidizing the spongy lead
and reducing the peroxide. As soon as the two
plates become similar the flow of current will cease,
and so in order to get a prolonged action, the effect
of the forming current must be made, so to speak, to
eat deeply into the plates until there is only enough
of the original solid lead left to carry the altered
lead, upon it.
In this state the battery is said to be
“ formed ” and will give out a current for a length of
time depending on the mass of material contained in
the plates.
When the battery becomes exhausted
that is when the plates have again become
similar, they simply require to be recharged. This
is done by. passing a current to reconvert the
plates into peroxide and spongy lead respectively,
without making the action extend any deeper into
them by turther reversals. Since the energy of
chemical alteration that has been produced must be
equal to the electric energy spent in producing that
alteration, and moreover, since the chemical energy in
disappearing can produce a quantity of electrical
energy equal to itself, it follows that these plates, or
a storage cell can reproduce, as the energy of electric
current, a quantity equal to that spent in charging.
This is not exactly equivalent to saying that the

electricity given out by a storage cell is equal in
amount to that passed into it, and it will be con
sidered a little later on why storage cells do not
yield quite 100 per cent. The method of constructing
a storage battery that lias just been described is
long and expensive.
The preliminary forming
is done at the cost of a very large expenditure
of electric energy and much time is taken up in the
process. Moreover, it is not possible for plates so
made and having the peroxide as a film upon the
surface, to sustain a large quantity of it in proportion
to the total weight of the plate, for if the layer be made
too thick it is liable to part from the solid lead back
ing and fall away in scales. This not only means an
absolute waste of all the electricity spent in forming
the quantity thus lost, but the presence of the
detached matter is most detrimental to the working
of the battery and any quantity of it would ruin
the action of the cell completely.
In 188) a new type of cell was introduced by
Faure, who conceived the idea of supplying each
plate with red oxide of lead before the forming
operations were commenced. Red oxide is inter
mediate between metallic lead and the peroxide, and
is much more easily converted into spongy lead
on the one hand, and peroxide on the other, than
metallic lend, saving much time and waste of current.
The difficulty of scaling or the falling off of the
active material, however, still remained, in fact there
was even greater difficulty in keeping the red lead
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paste in adherance to tlie plates than the naturally
formed oxide.
A further improvement was made by Swan by
having the lead plates east in grids, into the spaces of
which the active material was pressed in the form of
paste. Most of the forms of plates in use have the
holes in the grids double conical, thus holding the
paste very firmly in position and in much greater
quantity than was possible with the flat plates.
One of the latest improvements has been made
by Reckenzaun and consists in compressing the
active material into the form of cylinders, and having
placed a number of these in a frame, casting the
supporting lead plate around them, thus holding a
a larger quantity and holding it more firmly than by
any of the former systems.
Many other difficulties have from time to time
presented themselves in the history of the storage
battery ; such as that of keeping the plates from
coming into contact with one another; preven
ting the formation of useless sulphate of lead; finding
suitable vessels, not only to stand the action of the
acid used to fill the cells, hut also the more severe
strain of charging; and making plates that would not
warp or buckle under the action of the current.
These have been already to a very great extent sur
mounted, and there is to-day in constant use an
accumulator which is capable of yielding up at least
80 per cent of the electric energy spent in charging it,
and which will not only stand for years the fatigue
of constant charging and discharging, but also the
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rough usage that is- to some extent inseparable
from tramway work.
There remain to be considered the causes of loss
in the cells which prevent the ideal 100 per cent.,
above referred to, being realised. These are mainly
two : first, the necessary dissipation of energy during
charge and discharge, and second, the so called
leakage when a charged cell is standing at rest.
It is an elementary fact of science that no form
of energy can be manifested without an equivalent
loss in some other form. It is also a fact that when
an electric current passes through any conductor,
since none of them are absolutely perfect, a certain
amount of heat is generated. Therefore a small part
of the electric energy spent in charging a cell is
wasted in warming the battery, conducting wires, and
the surrounding air. The same is also true of the
energy of discharge, and is unavoidable, so that
even theoretically perfect cells arc subject to
a percentage of loss from this cause. The other
source of loss which takes place while the cells
are at rest, and which cannot strictly be called
leakage, since when not in action the cells do
not contain any actual electricity to be capable of
leaking, is due to the fact that the substances of
which a cell is composed are liable to a species of
decomposition, or return towards their original state,
without the external circuit being closed so as to
admit of the production of current. This change of
condition necessarily represents a loss of energy, and
from the fact that the quantity of electricity that the
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cell is capable of producing, is gradually diminished
like the quantity of water in a leaking vessel, it has
commonly been called leakage. It must be born
in mind that it is of the utmost importance
that no external circuit exists through any neigh
bouring semi-conductor, or to speak in usual
electrical language, that the cells be most thoroughly
and carefully insulated. Any loss arising from
neglect of this, is of the form of a small current
constantly flowing, and would be true electrical
leakage. These latter sources of loss are not
necessary, and their occasional occurence only points
to the care that must be exercised in the choice of
materials for, and in the construction of, storage cells
that are meant to do real useful work economically.
The construction and use of the storage cell
has been treated at some length, beiug as before
remarked the distinguishing feature of this method
of electrical traction.
The remaining ’ essential
features of any system, are the dynamo that generates
the current, and the motor which transforms the
current into mechanical energy.
Much time and attention has been given
to the details of dynamo construction, and various
inventors have made important improvements in
different particulars. While some have aimed at
making a machine that would give the greatest
electrical output per lb., of copper, others have en
deavoured to make a machine that would give the
best results per cubic foot of space occupied ; others
have made improvements with a view to reducing
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the speed, and others again have sought to so design
the various parts as to ensure increased durability
and ease of repair in the event of any disaster. The
result of all this work has been that there can now
be obtained of various types, and from different
makers, well designed and substantially built
machines, suitable for various purposes and for
different current strengths, having high efficiency
and costing very little to maintain in good repair.
The principle of the dynamo is extremely
simple, and depends on the electro-magnetic
law that whenever a conductor (e.g. copper wire) is
moved in a magnetic field (near a magnet) an electric
current isgenerated in the conductor, but in accordance
with the principle that no form of energy can be
generated in or by any machine without the expendi
ture of an equivalent amount of work upon it, it is
found that whenever such current is being generated
in a conductor its resistance to motion is thereby in
creased, and extra work has to be done and power
exercised in moving it.
1
A Dynamo consists, fundamentally, of a
length of wire so arranged that it can be continuously
moved in the presence of strong electro-magnets.
In practice the wire is usually coiled on an
iron ring or drum, fixed by a spindle to a pulley
capable of being rotated by a steam engine,
and the magnetic field is produced by powerful
electro-magnets, whose poles
are
made to
surround the revolving mass of iron wire (the
armature) and the magnetism in which is excited
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by a. small portion of the current generated in tlie
armature.
It has been stated above that when work is
done in moving a wire in a magnetic field an electric
current is generated. The converse is equally true,
viz.—when a current passes through a wire situated in
a magnetic field, the wire moves and does work. In
other words, if a dynamo is driven by a steam-engine
an electric current is generated, and if an electric
current is passed through a dynamo, the dynamo
revolves and drives any apparatus that may be con
nected to it. This is the principle of the motor.
Hence there is at once opened up a mode of
transferring mechanical energy from place to place.
At one spot transform mechanical energy into
electrical by means of a- dynamo, lead the current so
produced to any other place by means of a wire,
then pass it through another dynamo (which is now
called a motor) and so cause its armature to rotate,
and the mechanical energy is reproduced at the
distant place.
.
This process, beautifully simple, and highly
efficient as it is in the case of transferring energy
from one fixed spot to another, becomes much more
complicated when the second spot, instead of being
stationary, is in constant motion, and still more so
when several motors have to be supplied by one
dynamo and one connecting wire.
If, as in the Electric-Accumulator Tramway
System, a set of storage cells be substituted for the
electricwjre connecting thedynamoandthe motor,and
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if instead of passing a current direct from the one
to the other, the dynamo is used to charge the cells,
and then the cells are used to drive the motor, a
system is produced which is equally applicable to
driving moving bodies or stationary ones, and by
division of the set of cells the electricity can be as
well utilized in driving any number of motors, as a
single one.
Amongst motors, the Immiseh, the Reckenzann,
and the Depoele have perhaps stood the test of
practical work with the best results, and with
reference to relation of efficiency to weight, it would
be very difficult to surpass them.
A motor
of the Immiseh make developing 10 horse-power at
1000 revolutions per minute, weighs
cwts., or
about 70lbs. per horse power.
A subject that has long perplexed all who have
followed this matter up has been the difficulty of
reducing the high speed of the motor to the axle
speed of an ordinary street car.
Belts, chains,
friction gear, and spur-wheels have all been tried
with more or less success, but perhaps there is none
which can compare for durability, efficiency and
simplicity, with the system lately introduced by Mr.
Reckanzaun, consisting of a peculiarly proportioned
steel worm, gearing into a phosphor-bronze wormwheel.
This system of worm and worm-wheel has
been adopted with very great success in connection
with some of the motors above-mentioned.
A system of combining friction gearing with
toothed wheels has also given very good results in
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some cases. The high speed of the motor being first
reduced on a counter shaft by means of friction, and
the speed of this again reduced to the car wheels by
means of spur gearing.
Great precautions have to
be taken in order to keep up ample pressure between
the friction surfaces.
Electricity had been applied to the transmission
of power, between distant points with very great
success for some time before its application to
locomotive purposes.
' A. notable instance of this in our immediate
vicinity, where a very large amount of power is
transmitted, is that of the Phoenix Gold Mine,
situated at Shipper’s Creek, Shotover District,
Otago, N.Z., carried out in the early part of 1886.
The machinery at this mine was originally
worked by a small turbine, but owing to the rapid
development of the .workings, and the consequent in
creased demand for additional machinery, it was
found neccessary to largely augment the motive
power for driving the same.
The available water in the immediate vicinity
was quite insufficient to supply the power required,
and it therefore became necessary to look further
afield.
The use of steam : machinery was entirely out
of the question, on account of the enormous charges
for carriage, that would be involved in bringing the
necessary fuel to the spot.
There exists however, in another branch of the
Creek on which the mine is situatedj a considerable
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head of water, available throughout the year—
which, although only about two miles distant as the
proverbial crow Hies, was practically some twelve
miles away, as an intervening hill, 800 or 900 ft. in
height, rendered it necessary to construct a race of
that length in order to utilize this source of power
at the mine.
The cost of such a race, over this
difficult country, would have rendered it prohibitive,
to say nothing of the damage that would result in
winter through landslips, snow, and ice.
After carefully considering the possibilities
of making this source of power available by means
of wire ropes, or compressed air, they wove both dis
carded as impracticable.
The proprietors then turned their attention to
electricity and made inquiries as to the feasibility of
transmitting the required power by that means.
The result of their inquiries was that a contract was
entered into with It. E. Eletclier and Co. Electric
Engineers, then of Dunedin, to supply and erect the
necessary apparatus to transmit from twenty to
twenty-five horse power from the distant creek to
drive a twenty-head battery at the mine.*
The experiment, of which a full account will be
found amongst the extracts, was so successful that
after working for 10 months, instructions were given
for an enlargement of the plant, and after the neces
sary alterations and additions had been made, it was
* Note.—Since tho above was written, the capacity of this plant has
been increased by 50 per cent., and now drives 30 head of stampers, two
air-compressors, and a Btone breaker.
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capable of driving 30 stampers at 80 blows per
minute, a stone breaker and two air compressors for
working the rock drills in the mine.
This is doubly interesting as being one of the
earliest practical applications of the electrical
transmission of power for commercial purposes, and
its unqualified success has done much to stimulate
further enterprise in this direction.
Another instance is given by a pumping plant
put down in Yorkshire by Messrs. Immisch and Co,
and which is capable of developing over 50 h.p.
With regard to Tramway work, very successful
experiments were made over seven years ago by
Edison, at Menlo Park; and at Berlin, Sieman’s
Electric Railroad has been long known to visitors to
the Continent.
One of the earliest Electric Railways, and also
one of the longest, is in Portrush, Ireland—having
a total length of six miles. Two 50 h.p. Turbines
convert the energy derived from falls on the Rush
River into the electric current which drives the cars
The working expenses on this line do not amount to
3d. a mile, and the shareholders have been receiving
dividends from the commencement.
Another instance, also in Ireland, is the Bessbrook and Newry Tramway, where the electricity is
also generated by water-power; the maximum speed
is fifteen miles per hour, and the cost per mile of
running a train of one car and three goods wagons,
is between 3d. and 4^d.

The. Electric llailway ut Moedling, near Vienna,
carrying between three and four hundred thousand
passengers annually is worked at about 3^d. per
car mile ; the electricity being generated by six
Siemen’s Dynamos, driven by three portable steamengines. Spur-gearing is used to reduce the speed
of the motor to that of the ear-wheels, but the teeth
of the high-speed pinions wear very rapidly, and the
vibration is considerable.
Numerous examples might be quoted from
America, where there are about a hundred different
lines in use; one of which is eleven miles Ions:—
running forty cars;
and another at Scranton,
Penn., is
miles long, and has five large cars
capable of carrying 75 passengers each ; in this case
also, the power is supplied by steam-engines.
At Blackpool, England, over 40,000 passengers
have been carried in one week ; the working cost in
this case is stated to be less than 4d, per car mile.
Thus it will be seen that the Electric Trainear
is not only well out of the experimental stage* but has
become a most formidable rival to every other method
of traction. It is clean, pleasant and safe, neat in ap
pearance, having no locomotive, dummy or horses in
front of it. It requires lighter roads than the steam
motor, and also docs away with the dirt, noise and
destruction to streets caused by them.
It does not
necessitate the expensive conduit construction of
the Cable system, nor does it entail a complete stop
page of all traffic upon the occurrence of any one acci
dent. While with regard to horses, not only is it
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cheaper, quicker and more managable, but it saves
the noble animals themselves from a hard life, which
the best of them cannot endure for more than four
years.
The idea that electricity is yet in its elementary
stage has perhaps deterred not a few from availing
themselvesof demonstrated and acknowledged advan
tages, in the anticipation of something better shortly
appearing, but when it is considered that motors are
now made which are within 3 per cent, of theoretical
efficiency, and that any quantity of electrical energy
can be stored for months without any appreciable
loss, there does not seem to be any just reason for
such apprehension.
In the foregoing remarks no pretence has been
made to review the whole subject of the application
of electricity to transmission of power, but merely,
by showing its various adaptations to tramway loco
motion, and by brief references to one or two in
stances of its practical and commercial use, to excite
such interest in the subject as may lead to deeper
and more careful enquiry.

BOOTH, ELLSON, & CO.,
5 Queen Street,
Melbourne.
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From the Electric Traction Company's Pamphlet.
Major-General Hutchinson, on bolialf of the Board of Trade,

having given his approval of the system of Electrical Traction
for Tram-cars and Railways, inaugurated by Tub Electric
Traction Com cany, the Direction have pleasure in pointing out
the advantages, claimed for their system of electrical propulsion,
Each car, being “ self-contained,” or carrying its own powcron
board, can be sent out to do its day’s work independently of all
electrical cables or other direct connection with the dep6t or
works. This system avoids tlio necessity of a third line or
groove in the streets occupied by the tramways ; such third lino
or channel being so objectionable aB to bo fatal to the applica
tion of electrical propulsion of cars in public thoroughfares,
when the power is dependent upon the electrical current direct
from tho dynamos. Further, if the lead or cablo be tampered
with by any person during its entire length or is accidentally
injured, the whole organisation fails, tho cars being left at
intervals along tho road without motive power. This state of
things has frequently happened on linos so constructed. The
self-contained car is free from any such disadvantages. When
tho current is supplied direct from the dynamo there is consider
able leakago along the conductors, varying according to changes
of temperature and the seasons of the year. Again, owing to
tho consumption of fuel (which is the largest item of taaintenance) going on uselessly in the meantime, thero is great loss of
power during tho descent of tho cars down gradients, and while
stopping for passengers or at termini.
In this Company’s system there is no appreciable loss from
leakago ; one of their cars has been charged and run at intervals
during three months without any recharging. Thus the method
adopted by this Company avoids all tho objectionable features,
and has produced a car which, under a long series of severo
tests, has been found to associate the maximum of convenience
and the minimum cost of maintenance and working.
' Roughly, the car may bo described as of four parts; first,
an ordinary tram-car body; secondly, a set of electrical accumu
lators in which tho power is stored, so stowed away under the
seats as to be out of the way of passengers; thirdly, the motor,
which converts the electrical energy into mechanical power; and,
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lastly, the gearing between the motor and the wheels of the ear
by which it is driven along the road. There is one great advan
tage of the System, that ordinary cars may be converted into
Electrical Cars at comparatively small cost. The motors are of
the well-known Immisch type, built expressly for this Company
with a view to the particular work they have to do.
These
machines are remarkably light for their power, with high effi
ciency. This motor is so far ahead in design of any others
known, that the Company have finally adopted it in their work.
In general appearance the Automatic Electrical Car is like
an ordinary tram-car without horses, nothing unusual being
observed in outward form. The effect while running on the
road is very odd, and a source of much astonishment to those
wayfarers who have not hitherto seen one, for without any
apparent reason the car speeds along at any pace up to twenty
miles an hour. In crowded thoroughfares, of course the speed
may he regulated to suit the traffic, and it has been found that
the most perfect control exists in pulling up, stopping, and
starting, even on the most severe gradients yet attempted ; one,
on the road between Brighton and Shoreham, being one in
twenty. The driving is controlled by a switch-handle so simple
that any unskilled labourer may drive the car.
The Electric Tractton Company also build large electrical
locomotives for the purpose of drawing trains of carriages. The
power developed by these machines is extraordinary ; they are
more suitable for railway work than for street tramways. These
locomotives can be built to develop any power that may be
required, and would be of immense advantage on underground
railways.
When compared with horse and steam traction, the advan
tages of electrical power include the greatly reduced cost of
traction of tram-cars as against horse traction, as demonstrated
by the trials during tho competition between steam, compressed
air, and horBes for tramway traction, at the Antwerp Exhibition
in 1885; the less room occupied in the streets in consequence of
absence of horses; no wear and tear of the roads by horse traffic;
reduction of cost of street-sweeping ; great reduction of stablespace, but one-third the room of horses being required for the
cliarging-machinery ; reduction of labour of horse-keepers and
cost of horse-infirmary (so large an item in the expenses of tram
way companies) ; and lastly, the absence of all pain, and wear
and tear of horso-flesli, as well as setting free for other purposes
somewhat over 24,500 horses, now occupied in drawing tramcars in the United Kingdom.
In comparison with steam, the advantages are absence of
smoke, soot, dirt, escape of steam, and other noises which are
liable to frighten horses on tho roads, besides perfect absence of
all chance of explosion ; objections which are seriously detri
mental to the use of steam-engines for hauling tram-cars in
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public streets. Further, being ordinary tram-cars having the
power “ self-contained,” they take up only half the space in the
streets, and obliterate the objection of the train-like appearance
of steam-engine and car attached, as well as avoiding the neces
sity of taking two rolling loads over the line to convoy one car
load of passengers, as well as saving wear and tear of the metals.
The Automatic Electrical Car can be controlled by a inei-e
labourer. There are no parts about the car which cannot be
speedily and easily replaced.
»
So far as concerns tho average of horses and steam, the
comparative cost of tram-car traction, based upon tho Board of
Trade returns on Tramways for the past year, may bo taken as
follows :—Horse and steam traction, 6d. per car-mile run ; elec
tricity, 4d. per car-mile—thus showing a saving of one-third on
either power now used in tramway haulage. This will be better
understood when it is stated that tho horse-cars of the North
Metropolitan Tramway Company of London last year ran the
enormous mileage of 5,927,451 miles. (These figures are taken
from the official Board of Trade “Returns of Street Tramways”
for the year ending June, 1886.) A saving of, say, even one penny
per mile on that amount would realise no less than £24,697
per annum, available for dividends or extension of Bystom.

It must be further borne in mind that the tendency of electrical
traction will be towards economy; whilst horses and provender
now being cheaper than ever remembered in modern times, the
tendency will be in the direction of increased expense for horsetraffic, especially if some great continental war breaks out, or
other cause puts up the price of horses and provender.
The system under notice has been carefully matured and
demonstrated on the Brighton District Tramway Company’s
line running between Brighton and Shoreham; and has been
approved and adopted by-several of tho leading companies.
Tho Directors have already arranged for tho Electrical
Equipment of Locomotives for tho Metropolitan (under-ground
Inner Circlo) Railway, and for the whole service of a selection
of the North Metropolitan Tramway; in each case in view of the
full equipment of the whole line. These two leading Companies
are representative of the class of users of this system of Elec
trical Traction.
EXTRACTS FROM PRESS NOTICES.
Tjie following aro extracts from a few of the many leading
papers which hnvo noticed this Bystom of Electrical Traction.
The notices having been generally very lengthy, are con
siderably reduced to avoid repetition.
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Engineer, 16tli September, 1881,
Although several years have elapsed since steam was first
used to draw cars on street tramways, nothing like a satisfactory
result, in a commercial sense, has as yet (1881) been obtained
from any engine devised for the purpose. We do not assert
that it is impossible to work street tramways by steam for a
less sum than horse traction would cost, but no one has suc
ceeded in doing it for any length of time. The working ex
penses of a tramway are very much heavier in proportion than
those of a railway. The average outlay on the principal rail
ways of Great Britain is about 51 per cent, on the receipts,
leaving 49 per cent, as profit; but the working expenses of the
Metropolitan Tramways are about 90 per cent, of the receipts.
The cost varies in different districts and at different times. It
has risen to as much as 97 per cent, of the receipts, and it has
fallen to about 80 per cent. A very large proportion of the
outlay is incurred for traction. Horses cost much money, do
not last very long, and are expensive to maintain. There is,
therefore, a powerful inducement held out to directors to try
any substitute for the costly and delicate horse. Under these
circumstances there is a good opening for the introduction of
any feasible, or apparently feasible, scheme for dispensing at
once with horse power and. with steam locomotives.
In America some success appears to have attended the
system of haulage by endless ropes, laid in a groove in the
street, devised by A. S. Hallidie. The compressed-air engines
of Beaumont and Mekarski must not be overlooked. But it is
more than probable that electricity supplies the best solution
of a-difficult problem. Indeed, a careful examination of the
nature of the problem goes far to show that all the conditions
are favorable enough to an electrical solution of it.
We see here that the self-propelled car has a great advantage
over the hauled ear. A locomotive, weighing at least five tons,
would be needed to pull a car which, when loaded, would weigh
about five tons. The gross load would be ten tons,.but the
load available for adhesion would be only five tons, and it is not
difficult to perceive that a co-efficient of adhesion of much less
than that stated would not suffice to work the traffic.

Daily News, July 29, 1887.
The little Sussex fishing village of South wick was the scene
yesterday of an experiment in the use of electricity for locomo
tive purposes. The experiment, if such it can bo called, was
made by the Electric Traction Syndicate who for some time
past have had at Southwick several 1 ram-cars fitted on their
“ self-contained ” principle. Most people are aware that the
use of electricity in the place of horse or steam power is by no
means a recent idea ; but in most of these cases the motive force
is supplied from a stationary engine at the terminus of the
tram line. The moving power being concealed, the car starts,
stops, reduces or increases speed seemingly of its own accord,
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though in reality controlled by the small switches placed at
each end of the driver’s platform. The rails upon which the
car was placed were laid a year or two since by the Brighton
District Tramways Company, a distance of something over four
miles. The car, having been brought from South wick to West
Brighton, was run along the full length of rails and back again,
and made the journey in a quick and easy fashion, which was
regarded as very satisfactory, especially where the car had to
mount gradients, some of which were rather steep, as much as
1 in 20. The motive power was furnished by eighty cells, or
accumulators, connected with an ImmiBch motor, which
operates on the scoond pair of wheels, the car being a fourwheeled vehicle of the usual pattern, and giving seating room
for 20 passengers. The accumulators used in the ordinary
car are reckoned to contain a store of electricity sufficient for
a journey of 30 miles, and the supply is available for use
within any reasonable time. When it is exhausted, a fresh set
of accumulators has to be inserted, and this, it is claimed, can be
done in a few minutes, quite as quickly as horses can be changed
under the system now familiar. So far as speed is concerned,
the car could be run at a rate far in excess of that permitted
by the Board of Trade, but for street traffic, speed may be looked
upon as a secondary consideration. Whilst, however, it can
travel faster than it is likely to bo required to do, the car is
kept in hand in a thorough manner. Virtually the driver has
four methods to rely npon.. In the first place there is a switch
worked by a handle on a disc, which regulates the rate of
movement or brings the car to a stop. A second switch worked
by a key breaks the current instantaneously, and so.effects the
same end in a prompter fashion ; whilst such momentum as
may be left can be reduced by the application of an ordinary
crank brake. Finally, if need be, a lever can be used which
will reverse the motor, and so not only stop the forward' move
ment of the car, but send it in an opposite direction ; but this
last method is one reserved for emergencies. The trial trips of
yesterday can be taken as a fair specimen of practical work,
and how far tho problem has been solved of applying electricity
to meet one of the most pressing demands of every-day life.

Engineering, 29th July, 1887.
Among those who have spent time and money in working out
the best means for driving and manipulating tram-cars by stored
electricity is the Electric Traction Syndicate, Limited, who on
Tuesday last carried out a number of trial runs between Southwick and West Brighton. The runs, which were highly success
ful, were made on a line which presented many difficulties, and
therefore offered the bettter proof of the efficiency of the appa
ratus which was submitted to demonstration. The metals are
laid on a macadam road without pitching, and consequently the
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grooves are often filled with gravel, while the gradients are
steep in partB, and the curves very sharp, The entire distance
is 41 miles, and was covered on Tuesday at an average speed of
1 If mileB an hour, the car passing all the vehicles on the road
with ease, and making the entire journey without any hitch.
It is said to he capable of running 25 to 30 miles, or for about
half a day, without replenishing the batteries, so that the entire
length of the line might have been traversed five or six times
without need to go into the dep&t for fresh cells.
The car has under the seats eighty cells, arranged in two
series of forty each. Each cell weighs 411bs. complete, and is
rated at 150 ampore-lionrs, the whole weighing 32801bs. The
total weight of the car was:—Car, 1 ton ; motor, frame, &c.,
1 ton; cells, T5 ton; twenty passengers, T5 ton ; equal 5 tons.
The motor is of the Immiscli make and weighs 5f cwt. At
full load it has an efficiency of conversion of over 80 per cent.,
while its average working efficiency is said to be 70 to 80 per
cent. It is capable of exerting a pull of over lOOOlbs. on the
periphery of the armature without risk, and for a short time
may be worked to two or three times its nominal capacity of
10 horse-power without risk of overheating. It runs at 1000
revolutions per minute with a current of 160 volts and 40
amp&res. The speed is reduced in the proportion of 10 to 1 at
the wheels. This somewhat high speed of the motor has been
chosen, after experiment, as it enables a lighter machine to be
used, and a better economy to be gained, in spite of the additional
weight of the countershaft and its bearings. The chains have
steel links united by cast steel distance-pieces, and they work
well, although at times one of them has to run at over 2000ft. a
minute. The driver’s gear includes two switches and a revers
ing lever. The first switch turns the entire current on and off,
while the second alters the grouping of the cells from 80 in
series to 40 in series and two in parallel, according as much or
little power is required. It also puts a resistance in circuit
when the car is being started. The reversing lever operates
the two sets of armature brushes, taking one setoff, and locking
the other set on, when it is desired to make the motor revolve
in the contrary direction to that which it has been following.

The Electrician, 29th July, 1887.
On Tuesday last, upon the invitation of the Electric Traction
Syndicate, the representatives of the technical journals were
present at “a private demonstration of electric traction” on the
line between Shoreham and West Brighton. The total length of
the line is about 44 miles, and presents features which are of
considerable value for the purpose in view. The gradients are
numerous and in some cases exceptionally severe, rising to one
in 20 where the road crosses a bridge at Southwick, and there
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are two sharp curves of about 28 yards radius, one of which is
on an incline of 1 in 100. (The average coefficient of traction
has been found to vary between 42 lbs. and 55 lbs. per ton, ac
cording to the state of the metals; upon a well-laid London.line
this coefficient does not usually exceed 30 lbs. to 35 lbs. per ton).
On this line a self-contained car was tried, upon which the party
made the journey to Shoreham. Tho ear traversed the whole
length of the line to West Brighton, attaining the mean speed
of slightly over 11 miles an hour ; the maximum speed probably
approached 16 or 18 miles an hour on some of the inclines. * * *
The cells which are eighty-four in number, have a normal dis
charging rate of 45 to 50 amperes, and a capacity of 150 ampere
hours. They are divided into two separate batteries, each bat
tery, being again divided into two halves. By means of a
suitable switch designed by Messrs. Immisch & Co., tho two
halves of each battery can also be connected in parallel or in series
with each other. Out of these four possible arrangements it
will be seen that two amount to the same thing electrically
so that three different speeds are obtainable by this means.
In actual practise it has been found that these three speeds
fulfil all requirements. The gearing runs with great smooth
ness and an almost entire absence of noise; in fact the ear runs
without more noise than a horse-car. The motor is again of
tho Immisch type (SM7), series wound, and runs at a 1000
revolutions with 160 volts and 40 amperes. The motor weighs
about 5^ cwts., and has an efficiency of conversion at full
load of 85 per cent. Its average working efficiency probably
lies between 75 and 80 per cent. By winding the armature
with smaller wire this could probably have been increased
without reducing the normal output; but the element of safety
which exists in an armature capable of talcing an excessive
current would be reduced in proportion. In this case the factor
of safety as regards the sectional area of the wire is so great as
to admit of the car being stopped and started upon an incline
of 1 in 20. The readings of the ammeter taken during the run
showed that under an E.M.F. of 80 volts the current averaged
35 amperes on the level at a speed of 8 to 10 miles an hour,
rising to 45 amperes on an incline of 1 in 20. When the cells
were placed in series, giving a terminal E.M.F. of 170 volts
the mean speed increased to 12 or 14 miles on the level with a
current of 45 amperes.' On the incline of. 1 .in 20, and going
round the the sharp curves, the current increased to 80
amperes.
K. L. Murray, in The Argus, 30tli July, 1887, says;
.
. Let us speak of another application of elec
tricity, which is destined to effect enormous changes in railway
and tramway working. I mean electro-motors. Is any progress
going on there ? certainly, very great progress. I find it
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recorded in all directions, more on the continent of Europe and
in America than in onr home countries, though there many
trials have been made of electricity as a motive power for tram
ways, and the little electric railway in Ireland carries its
thousands of passengers every year. In London there seems to
be extraordinary difficulties in the way of applying electricity
to tramway working, such as the rough state of the tram lines,
rendered worse by climatic influences, and the heavy general
•vehicular traffic, which makes it practically impossible to keep
tramway lines perfectly clean and in order. Besides this, people
do not like to introduce a radical change without having some
guarantee that such a change will not affect their dividends.
Another* reason is that a special act of Parliament would bo
required if the tramway companies wished to use any traction
but that which the present acts allow. Again, it is thought by
most people in England that for an electric car service to be
successful the motor must be in the car which carries the pas
sengers, in which case special cars must be built, and companies
will not be eager to alter their rolling stock until the superiority
of the electric system has been abundantly proved. Still, trials
are going on. The North Metropolitan Tramway Company are
now endeavouring to introduce electro-motors on their lines,
and are experimenting with a line from Stratfoi'd to Manor
Park. The system they are using is Mr. Elieson’s, in which the
ordinary tram-cars are used, the horses being replaced by an
electro-locomotive. Though this system is not the most efficient,
by it the regular rolling stock is utilised, so that it is not
necessary to build ears on purpose, and if not successful the
ordinary traffic will not be disarranged. The locomotive is pro
vided with 80 cells of secondary battery, each weighing when
in service between 90ib. and 1001b.
The available electro
motive force is above 160 volts, and a current of 24 amperes
can be obtained for six hours, representing energy of a little
over 32-horse power. The motor armature runs up to 800
revolutions a minute, givingthecaraspeedof about eight milesan
hour. So you see the system promises success, if only it is not
too costly, which time will tell. There are a number of other
trials going on in England, and doubtless we shall hear more of
them shortly. In Paris and Brussels there are good prospects
of the system coming into practical use. Both these cities have
the great advantage over London of excellent and clean lines of
tramway. This is especially so of Paris, which it is expected
will be one of the first capitals enjoying an electric tram service
on a large scale. In Vienna electric trams are expected to bo
very successful. Though the tram service there is the most
rapid in Europe, it is not sufficient for the necessities of traffic,
and the company are arranging for electric cars, which they
expect will enable them to keep up with their requirements.
Vienna is an especially electrical city. It has a suburban line
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of railway worked most successfully by means of electro-motors,
which serves the traffic to the fashionable summer resort of the
Viennese people. At Berlin, as most of you doubtless know,
there has been an electric railway at work for several years.' At
Bnda-Pesth a double line of electric railway three miles long is
being arranged to connect the centre of the city with suburban
tramways. In America numbers of short electric railways are
now working or are being arranged for. In New York electric
cars are running on the elevated railroad. The current is sup
plied by the centre rail at about GOO volts electro-motive force,
which pressure is obtained by coupling five Edison dynamos in
series. The system is said to be very successful, and will, it is
anticipated, be largely extended. Numerous other electric rail
ways are coming into work. There is one at Appleton, Wisconsin,
another at Fort Huron, another joining Windsor and Walkerville. At Montgomery, in Alabama, there is a lino at present
worked with mules, but which is to be altered for an electric
service. It is expected that one-tliird of the working expenses
will by this means be saved. There is progress, then, you see,
in this branch of electrical work.
Mk. Leonard Pope in an article in Scribner's Magazine.
One of the most successful examples of the use of the electro
motor is an electric street railway, to be seen at Scranton, in
Pennsylvania, which has been in daily operation for more than
two years. It is described as more than four and a-half miles
in length, laid with steel rails, and having a passenger equip
ment of seven handsomely finished Pullman cars, each propelled
by a 15 horse-power electric motor, which stands upon the glassenclosed front platform at a height of some 2 feet, and occupies
a space of about 18 inches square. The cars can be run at a
speed of fifteen miles an hour if required, and in their regular
work they ascend with ease gradients of nearly 350 feet in a
mile. The machinery is nearly noiseless. Similar electric
railways are in operation at Appleton, ini Winconsin, and St.
Catherine, Ontario, the electricity here being generated by
water power at an almost nominal cost. Mr. Pope tells us that
in many instances natural power may be thus used with the
utmost advantage, as it is not at all necessary that the power
should be in the vicinity of the railway. It is believed that an
early day will witness the successful introduction of electric
power upon the elevated railways in New York, for which it is
considered to be on every nccount peculiarly well adapted.
Mr Tope declares in conclusion, that the ultimate result is
already distinctly foreshadowed, and that we may expect within
a few years to be transported between New York and Boston in
less than two hours, not by the enchanted carpet of the Arabian
Nights, but by the potent agency of the modern electric motor.
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Engineering, April, 1885. ,
The car which figured in the trial trip before the Local
Board of Wandsworth, London, has already, been running at
night on Queens Road, Battersea, for six weeks past in order
to subject its machinery to aprolonged trial, and previously it
was tested for a considerable time at Mill wall. The full rate
of speed was easily maintained even uphill, very considerable
inclines being easily mounted.

Daily News, 13th October, 1887.
Practical application of electricity to locomotive purposes
has now stood the test of three months’ experience in the dailydrawing of tramcars along the two and a quarter miles of rail
from Stratford Church to Manor Park. Within that period the
cars have ran 14,000 miles, and carried 140,000 passengers
without any appreciable waste of machinery, and with less than
the ordinary run of interruption or accident incident to regular
horse-car service. The Electric Company has refrained from
pressing the new system extensively on public notice until it
had stood the test of sufficiently lengthened experience to prove
its practical utility. The invention is equally applicable to use
for land or water locomotion, and was yesterday brought into
play in both capacities. A number of gentlemen representing
foreign Embassies in this country, the Admirality, the scientific
world, and commercial interests, met by invitation of the com
pany at the depfit near Stratford Church, and were conveyed by
the electric car over its ordinary route. The engine power is
contained in accumulators charged at the depdt and fitted in a
small carriage constructed to harmonise tastefully with the car
which it draws. From the accumulators energy is communicated
tc a powerful motor working on cog-wheels revolving in one
direction, but fitted with reversing gear controlled by a simple
lever. Nothing is more striking in the travelling of the engine
and car than the ease with which motion is given or withdrawn,
and the promptness and precision of the stoppages. Economi
cally the saving over the notorious wear and tear and expensive
keep of horses is claimed to be nearly FIFTY PEE CENT. It is
understood to be readily practicable to place the electrical power
within the car itself, but even as it is the engine occupies no
more space on the road than a pair of horses, and is more
tractable and less alarming in the streets than the cumbrous
steam locomotives in operation in some of the large towns.
After the land trial visitors went by train to the Albert Docks,
and there embarked on anew electric launch called the Countess,
driven by.the same class of motor and gearing applied to the
screw as that brought to bear on the axle of the road engine.

The Age, 10th September, 1887.
It is but the repetition of a truism to say that of the appli
cations of electricity there is no end, but "hitherto all experi-
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merits in the use of electric power as a means of locomotion have
never been entirely successful, having invariably been subject
to some serious drawbacks. Electric motors have been invented,
but they have failed to fulfil the conditions necessary in a machine
intended for every-day work, their mechanism being extremely
delicate, and therefore easily disarranged, and their behaviour at
all times being very erratic.
Then the question of cost has
prevented electric traction becoming popular much of the ex
pense being unquestionably due to the wasteful method of the
application of the power. It is true that there are electric rail
ways and tramways in existance, and doing their work in a com
paratively satisfactory manner ; but their promoters have long
since abandoned all ideas of large dividends, and, in many
instances, contemplate relinquishing their interprises.
There has, however, been a general conviction that the problem
of the successful application of electricity as a motive power, both
from a commercial and mechanical point of view, is perfectly
solvable, and the result of along series of experiments by a party
of skilled electricians and mechanists is a tram-car that may be
driven by a labourer.
A demonstration of this new system
of electric propulsion took place last Thursday at Southwick,
near Brighton, to which I was invited, and, as the North
Metropolitan Tramway Company are about to adopt the new car,
a description of it may be interesting. The advantages claimed
for the car are that it is self-contained, that is, each car carries its
own power stored in accumulators which are conveniently disposed
under the seats ; this renders the car independent of cables or any
electrical communication, as it leaves thedepdt capable of running
from 30 to 35 miles, the power being munipulated more easily than
steam, and being utilised to the uttermost fraction. There was
nothing in the appearance of the car which was used on Thursday
to distinguish it from any of the others that were running on the
road from Hove to Shoreham, one of the ordinary tramway-cars
having been altered into an electrical car by the accumulators
being placed under the seats, from which the current was con
ducted to the motor fixed upon the floor, and communicating
directly with the axles. Duplicate-driving apparatus is fitted
at each end of the car, so that there is no necessity for turning
the car at the end of the journey. By touching a small handle
the current from a certain number of cells is admitted to the
motor, which immediately revolves and propels the car at the
rate of 7 miles an hour. There is but little noise, no vibration
except that caused by the inequalities of the track, and the
movement is equal in steadiness to that of a cable tram-car
working at its best, and is free from the spasmodic jerking so
objectionably apparent on both cable and horse roads. When
fairly on the way greater power was applied, and the car
rattled along with 23 passengers at the rate of 12 miles an
hour, A gradient of 1 in 30 was easily ascended at this pace,
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and a subsequent incline of nearly 1 in 20 was negotiated
without any apparent difficulty. On arriving at Southwick
the car was run into the depbt for the purpose of illustrating
the facility with which the exhausted accumulators could
he replaced by charged ones, the operation taking less time
than would be occupied in changing horses, say three or four
minutes. The visitors were then shown the mechanism for
charging the accumulators, which is of the most simple
description, consisting of a 20 horse-power steam engine and
a dynamo. The ascertained cost of running is within a fraction
of 4d. per car-mile, which is nearly 2d. less than that of horse
or steam traction on any of the London tramways, and, as
before stated, the initial cost will not exceed that of horse
tramways, while it will be much *less than that of steam
motors a considerable saying in maintenance being confidently
anticipated over all other systems.
The loss of electric
power by storage in the accumulators is seldom more than 10 per
cent., and the precautions against leakage are so complete that
a car which had. been charged nearly six weeks was run out of the
shed with equal facility to that into which the newly-filled accum
ulators had just been placed. On the return journey from Shoreham to Hove the full power of the current was exhibited, and
the car dashed along at the rate of 20 miles an hour.

Age 26tli September, 1887.
The Agents-General for Australia attended a trial run of
an electric tramcar adopted by the North Metropolitan Tram
way Company, London. The tidal was a great success, and
Sir Graham Berry and Sir Saul Samuel expressed themselves
astonished at the results attained. They have requested the
agents for the patentees to furnish them with particulars and
estimates of the cost of the invention.. . . .
The Buffalo Express, 11th March, 1888.
President Watson says:—-“We are looking forward with
longing to the time when we can sell our horses, put in a big
engine and a lot of dynamos, and become an electric railway
from end to end. He said that street railway men all through
the country are looking for just such a car, and as soon as one
m produced which will meet all the essential conditions, the
demand for. them will be fully equal to the supply, however
great the manufacturing facilities of the Company controlling
the patents.”
The Express also says: — The motion of the car was
;pleasanter and less jerky than where horse power is used,
particularly in starting 'and stopping, while the noise was
reduced sufficiently to permit of easy conversation without
raising the voice. While coming down a level stretch of excell
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ent track on Plymouth Avenue, Electrician Robison applied the
full power of tho combined batteries, and tho speed attained
made the telegraph poles run together in a peculiar way
unknown in the experience of Buffalo street-car tourists. The
pleasantest feature of the rapid transit was that there was no
such rocking of the car such as occurs when the horses are urged
into a gallop to make up lost time.

Daily Telegraph, 6tli September, 1887.
It is now proved that trains might be driven on the Aletropolitan system at not more than 10 per cent, extra cost in the
item of propulsion alone than is now spent on steam power, and
it is an open question if the added outlay would not bo made up
in extra traffic. The directors are fully alivo to the loss arising
from the foul and suffocating atmosphere that now fills their
tunnels, and the experiment is at any rate likely to be made ere
long of an electric train. Meanwhile the new system is about
to have a fair trial in London. A section of tho North Metro
politan Tramway from Canning Town to Barking is to be
equipped within the next two months with electric cars, an
experiment so made can scarcely fail to be decisive, and may
have economical results of high importance. In London no car
may have more than 2| tons weight on a single wheel.
The car used at Shoreliam, with a load of 20 passengers, did not
exceed 5 tons, including about a ton and a half of the accumulator
and machinery. A single charge supplied it with oncrgy equal
to 7 horse power over 35 miles of ground, and the accumulators
can be taken out and put in as expeditiously as horses are
changed or engines supplied with water.

Extract Immisch Pamphlet Electro Motors.
The party next inspected some tramcars and electric loco
motive gearing, constructed for the Electric Traction Syndicate,
and driven by Immisch motors. Gearing of several different
types was shown running on absorption brakes. For heavy
work a sun and planet gearing has been devised, and is intended
more especially for employment with separate locomotives.
For lighter work a worm and wheel gear running in an oil
bath is preferred; this is somewhat similar to that introduced
by Mr. lieckenzaun for the same purpose. In each case the
motors and dynamos were series wound, and excellent speed
regulation was obtained.

Argus, 8th May, 1888.
It is greatly to tho credit of Sandhurst that it should bo the
first town in Australia to tako a definite step towards the
introduction of electric tramways, and, if the contract about to
be entered into for the work is pushed on briskly, the honor
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will be materially enhanced.
Delay has its advantages in
tramway matters, as Melbourne people are aware. If we had laid
the lines in our streets years ago, we might have had to submit
to horse traction, or, what would have been far worse, a steam
service such as now murders repose in Sydney.
Yet we, with
our excellent cable service—worked admirably and meeting all
requirements— have not what is ideally tho best arrangement.
Sandhurst will soon have the lead in this respect, when the
electric cars are running there, though perhaps the actual
difference between the two systems, so far as the passengers are
concerned, will not be very great.
Still it is something to be
abreast of the times, and from that point of view it will be
interesting to watch the progress of the work and note the
success of the system when completed.
Should it at any time
be found desirable to alter the Melbourne service by substitu
ting electricity for cable haulage, the works now held by the
Tramways Trust on behalf of the municipalities will be of great
value. It will be possible either to use the machinery on each
line for charging accumulators for the cars, or for generating
a current along a continuous bar which could be conveniently
laid in the rope tunnel. Both principles of communicating force
to the cars are accepted by electricians as good, and may be
used in Melbourne without much alteration of existing appli
ances. The former is the method to be adopted in Sandhurst.
Under the seats of each vehicle will be accumulators capable of
holding large supplies of electricity for driving purposes, and
they will be refilled from time to time at the central engine
station. So simple a scheme carries its own recommendation,
and if it succeeds at Sandhurst as it has succeeded in Europe
and America, it will certainly be adopted generally throughout
Australia. One very important point must strike everyone who
has watched the adaptation of electrical science to street loco
motion, and that is, that it is not now a question as to whether
or not electric tramways are practicable, but only as to which
method is best.
*****
The tender which Messrs. Booth, Ellson & Co., electrical
engineers of Queen-street, have made to tho Sandhurst and
Eaglehawk Borough Councils for the formation of electrical
tramways, is on behalf of a syndicate of Melbourne and Sand
hurst residents. The capital necessary for carrying out the
scheme is £100,000. The proposal is in the first place to form
a line 4| miles long through Sandhurst to Eaglehawk. The
portion of the line through the city of Sandhurst is to be a
double one, and the cars have to be running within two years.
A second line is to proceed from Kangaroo Flat through
Sandhurst to "White Hills, a distance of seven miles and a half,
in three years’ time. It is agreed to pay the joint councils £100
as an annual subsidy for conceding the sole right to use the
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streets of Sandhurst and Eaglehawk for tramway purposes for
30 years, and should the annual profits available for dividends
exceed 8 per cent,, per annum on the called up capital, one-third
is to be paid to the councils. An alternative proposition is that
the company should pay a subsidy of £100 per annum until the
lines are in running order, and then the sum of £500 annually,
and, should the profits exceed 10 per cent., one quarter of the
profits will be paid to the councils.
The particular system
which it is intended to employ is the electrical accumulator
system.
The motors will be supplied with accumulators,
which will bo charged with electricity twice a day, and the
force will be generated and obtained from sheds built on the
lines. Each motor will thus contain within itself a full supply
of propelling power, and will be unaffected by any temporary
derangement of machinery, as would be the case with the
“ conductor,” electrical or cable systems.
Experiments with
the electrical system in America and on the Continent have
shown that each car can be run at 4d. per mile, as against
6d. with tho cable or horse systems.
It is the intention of Messrs. Booth, Ellson & Co. within a
few days to make an offer to the Sydney corporation to intro
duce the electrical system into that city.

Electrical lleview—1st April, 1887.
Experiments have for some time been conducted at Kentish
town London, in relation to tramway requirements, Buch aB
improved reducing gear, simpler reversing arrangements, the
increase of the efficiency of the motor, the reduction of its
weight and dimensions, and its more perfect regulation. With
respect to gearing, two systems have been tested in various
ways, each appearing to possess certain advantages of its own
calculated to lead to its preference over others in special cir
cumstances. In one case the motor spindle is terminated at
each end by a phosphor bronze pinion, which gears into a spur
wheel of the same metal attached to the driving wheel with
teeth on its inner side, the pinion having ten teeth and the
wheel sixty-seven. The other system is that of a four-threaded
worm on the motor shaft, working into a corresponding wheel
on the driving axle.
Mr. Reckenzaun has advocated the latter kind of gearing
for this particular purpose, contending that, with clean and well
fitting bearing surfaces, together with multiple threads so as to
render the angle of the teeth proportionately large, it will
furnish a durable, efficient, reliable and silent inodo of trans
mission, such as is required for tramway propulsion. On the
contrary, he considers toothed-wheel gearing out of the question
on account of tho noise and vibration inseparable from it.
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Ah far as one could judge under the circumstances, the
examples at Mr. Immisch’B works appear to bear out these
contentions, and tho fact that Mr. Holroyd Smith has lately
adopted the worm and wheel gearing would tend to indicate
that practical experience has led him also to give it a preference
over others.
Mr. Immisch has recently contrived a new reversing' gear
in connection with his motors for tramway work, possessing
novel points, and calculated to reduce the operation to the
utmost possible simplicity.

From the Lake Wakatip Mail, Queenstown, 14th May, 1886.
As mentioned in a previous issue, the account given of the
works at Skippers Creek, by our special reporter "some six weeks
ago was of a fragmentary character, chiefly owing to the incom
plete state of the undertaking.
The works, however, which
have been constructed by Messrs. It. E. Fletcher & Co., electrical
engineers, Dunedin, have been in good going order during the
past fortnight. The rapid developement of the Phoenix mine
began to seriously tax the limited supply of the only power
available, namely, water, so that, before any further extension
of the workings, could be undertaken, Mr. F. Evans, the man
ager had to solve the (by no means easy) problem of providing
a constant and sufficient amount of power for working the
various machines used in and about the mine. The power
available up till then was supplied by a “Leifell Turbine” which
was capable under the most favourable circumstances, of work
ing a battery of twenty heads, and during the middle of the
summer and winter months was less than sufficient for ten
Btamp heads. The question was, how to keep the machinery
constantly at work. Steam-power on a large scale was out of
the question, owing to the prohibitory cost of wood and coal for
fuel. Water, them was none in the immediate vicinity, except
ing that already in use. Mr Evans then turned his attention to
tho Left-hand branch of Skippers Creek, where there is a large
and constant supply of water all the year round. It was not
easy, however, to make this water power available for the mine.
A hill over 800 feet in height separates the two branches of
the creek, so that to bring tho water itself to the mine it would
be necessary to construct a water race about twelve miles in
length costing at least £10,000; and requiring at least six men
constantly employed to keep it in repair. This idea of a waterrace had therefore to be abandoned, and some method of trans
mitting indirectly the power of the water adopted. Transmission
by means of wire ropes, compressed air and electricity were
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considered, and after thoroughly investigating the three methods
mentioned, it was decided that the two former were impractic
able under the existing conditions, and that transmission by
electricity was the only method that could be economically and
profitably employed. When it became publicly known that
electricity was to be employed for driving the machinery
about the mine, Mr. Bullen (the proprietor) and Mr. Evans
were looked upon by many of their friends as misguided
enthusiasts, and the usual croakings and predictions of failure
indulged in. Now, however, that the scheme is an accom
plished fact, they will receive no doubt, the congratulations
they deserve as the pioneers of the system of transmitting
power that is likely to play, in the immediate future, an im
portant part in the development of goldfields of this colony.
Many mines are idle the greater portion of the year through
want of power to crush the quartz and for various other
purposes. Water-power there is, in abundance, in most cases
within two or three miles, and now that the Phoenix Co.
have shown that electricity can be successfully applied in
utilising distant water powers, wo may expect to hear of
many other companies following their example.
Having decided upon the use of electricity. Messrs It. E.
Fletcher & Co., wore instructed to supply and erect the
necessary apparatus for working a battery of twenty stamp
heads.
The house where the electric generators are placed is
situated about two miles up the Left-hand side of Skippers
Creek, and is an iron building 60 feet by 20 feet. An open
ground race half a mile in length brings the water from the
creek to the site.
The supply from the race is equal to ton heads when at
its lowest limit, but much more can bo obtained when the creek
is in its normal condition. The electric apparatus is only usirig
four or five heads at present, so that thore is ample power for
further extensions. Two Pelton water wheels drive the gener
ators.
The shaft of each carries a pulley, which drives an
intermediate shaft; these shaftB in their turn carry the pulleys
that drive the generators.
The generators, two in number, are the woll-known “Brush”
dynamo machines, and are one of the largest sizes manufactured.
They are coupled together, so that each delivers its current into
the same circuit—somewhat similar to two small pipes delivering
a supply of water into one large one. The current passes from
the machines to a “ switch” board, which is an arrangement for
enabling the machines to be connected together in various ways,
connected to or disconnected from the circuit in a few seconds
if desired. A little instrument called an “ am-meter,” or ampere
meter, shows the attendant in charge at a glance what quantity
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of electricity the machines are generating, so that it is an easy
matter to increase on diminish the current by any given amount,
the speed of the machines being increased or deci'eased until the
am-meter shows that the proper current is being generated.
The water wheels are perfectly under control, and can be turned
on or off, either both together or independently of one another.
When both generators are working, the wheels are always
started or stopped together.
The current is conveyed from the generating station to the
battery house by a No. 8. B.W.G. copper wire (the size of an
ordinary fencing wire), and after doing its work there, returns
by a similar wire to the generating station again. These two
wires (nearly three miles in length) are supported on poles,
in just the same manner as a telegraph or telephone wire is
and are brought over a hill about 800ft. in height. Lightning
arresters similar to those used for telegraphs, are attached to
each end of the wires, to protect the generators and motor in
case of a storm occurring, and the lightning striking one of
the poles or wires.
The power lost on the “ line,” (t'.e., the
two wires connecting the generators to the motor) only amounts
to three horse power, and could be still further reduced by
using wires of larger sectional area, were it desirable to do so.
A telephone also connects the generator station with the
battery-house, so that the attendants in charge of the generrators and the motor can communicate with each other when
necessary.
The motor is a specially constructed Victoria
dynamo machine. The current passes from the generators
to the line or circuit, then to the motor, and thence back to the
generators.
The current makes the field magnets of the
motor powerfully magnetic, and also the coils of the armature ;
there is then a mutual attraction between the two, which results
in the rotation of the armature, which makes about 350 revolu
tions per minnte. A pulley on the armature shaft transmits
the motion by means of a belt to the cam shaft of the battery.
By means of a switch, more or less electricity can be sent through
the motor, so that the power exerted can be regulated to a
nicety. Although the contract stipulated that only twenty
heads were to be driven, at the rate of 70 blows per minute, the
apparatus is sufficiently powerful to work thirty if necessary.
The average weight of these stamp heads is eight hundred
weight. Not the slightest difficulty is experienced in starting
or stopping tho battery; it starts very easily, and can, if desired,
be stopped almost instantaneously.
It has not been found
necessary to have any experienced hands to work the plant,
there being a man told off in each shift to take charge of the
motor and battery, no one else, of course, being allowed to meddle
with the apparatus in any way.
In conclusion, the success of the whole undertaking (which
is unique in its way, as it furnishes a remarkable instance of
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high pressure electric power) may be fairly said to have been
accomplished. The machinery is working beautifully, and the
power is sufficient at the present time to keop going at least
five and probably ten more stamp heads. The importance of
this new application of electric power for the lighting and
complete working of an extensive mine like that of the Phoenix,
opens up a new era in the economic development of the inexhaustable mineral resources of the colonies, which by no means suffer
from a want of water power, but rather from the difficult and
all important question which the present undertaking has
solved—namely the means of transmitting that power hither
and thither—up hill or down dale—on the mountain top or
in the ravine below—as may be desired.

Electrical Review, 20th December, 1884.
During the last few months important experiments have
been carried out in a quiet and systematic way with a view of
determining the value of secondary batteries, in conjunction
with electro-motors, for the propulsion of tramcars in crowded
cities,
The gentleman (Mr. Reckenzaun) with whose name these
valuable tests are associated has already done much serviceable
work in this direction, and has designed a really efficient ap
paratus which promises to give the handiest means of locomo
tion that has ever been placed upon street rails.
For more than two months past a car has been travelling on
a line laid down by the before-mentioned company in its exten
sive premises at Millwall. • The tramway (4 ft. 8f in. gauge)
forms aproximately a right angle of nearly equal sides, the
apex of the angle making a curve of only 35 ft. radius.
From one end, as far as the commencement of the curve, the
road is tolerably level, but with this curve commences an incline
of 1 in 40, gradually rising nntilit reaches a maximum of 1 .in
17 near the end of the up journey. It is, therefore, a matter of
impossibility to make a rush for the hill on account of the sharp
curve intervening, and the experiments made on such a difficult
line are consequently of more than ordinary value.
The body of this vehicle weighs two tons, and it accommo
dates forty-six passengers.
The secondary cells furnishing the electrical energy are of a
special type, manufactured by and under the patents of the
Storage Company, to the designs of Mr. Reckenzaun. Placed
under the scats of the car in long trays, which run on rollers
for their speedy removal; they are out of sight, and the whole
car, internally and externally, has nothing whatever strange in
its appearance; the electro-motor and gearing are placed
beneath the car and occupy so little space that, to a casual
observer, they are unperceived. The absence of noise, vibration,
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or any disagreeable feature, makes a journey in this car most
enjoyable. The speed may be varied from throe to ten miles
an hour by a most simple contrivance, and any person quite
unacquainted with technical details can drive with perfect con
fidence. Returning again to the secondary batteries ; these
have been of late so much improved that great power may now
be drawn from a small weight of material without sacrificing
either efficiency or durability. The weight of the cells em
ployed in propelling the car is about 1} ton, the motor gearing,
and accessories bringing up the total weight for motive power
to If ton; and this for a car which, with its full complement of
passengers, weighs in itself 5| tons. The electrical arrange
ments are such that if at any moment it should become neces
sary, a power equal to sixteen horses can be furnished.
Comparing the above weight with that of asteam or compressedair tramway locomotive, either of which will weigh some 8 or
10 tons to do the same amount of useful work, it must be ad
mitted that stored electrical energy has the advantage in pro
portion of five to one so long as the propelling force is directly
m proportion to the weight moved.
It is known that tramway steam locomotives consume three
or four times as much fuel per horse-power as large stationary
engines, such as would be employed for actuating dynamoelectric machines, and bearing this in mind an efficiency in the
electrical tramcar far below that actually alleged would still be
considered economical.
As far as accumulators are concerned, their depreciation is
low, as lead is cheap and the renewal of positive plates is easy,
involving but little skilled labor.
The running cost, including 50 per cent, on accumulators,
comes to 3 J per car-mile, which is one-half the expense attached
to “ horsing” on tram lines.
The car on the line at Millwall runs for two hours with ono
charge, starting, stopping, and reversing every minute, and the
discharged batteries can be replaced almost as quickly as is the
case when changing horses. This is accomplished by means of a
trolly which brings up and removes the trays of cells, the trays,
as already stated, running on rollers.
The whole of the arrangements, both electrical and mechanical,
have been well and carefully worked out in every detail. The
entire weight of the car is properly distributed over the small
“ bogie" frames, ro that no objection can be raised on the part
of tramway companies using light rails laid for horse traffic. Old
rolling stock can be readily utilised by merely placing the
“ bogies” which carry the motor under the car and fitting the
space under the seats for the reception of accumulators. The
car is brilliantly illuminated at night by 2t)-candle power Swan
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lamps, and bell-pushes inside the vehicle enable passengers to
signal to driver and conductor at the same time, by the ringing
of electric bells.

Bendigo Independent, 8th May, 1888.
Yesterday’s meeting of the tramway conference wns marked
by an important and practical step towards establishing electric
tramways in Sandhurst, and hence the first in Australia. The
only tenderers were Messrs. Booth, Ellson & Co., of Melbourne,
who offered to construct a double line on the electrical accumu
lator system from the Sandhurst Railway Station to Barnardstreet, and thence a single line along the main cab route to
Eaglehawk, and another single line from White Hills to
Kangaroo Flat. The company require the sole right to use the
roads for 30 years, and, in consideration thereof, agree to pay to
the municipalities concerned £100 per annum until the line is
in running order, and then £500 annually, and should the
profits available for dividends exceed 10 per cent, per annum on
the called up capital, they will pay the councils a sum equal to
one quarter of such excess. The contract time is to be two
years, but the company hope to be able to have a car or cars
running on the Eaglehawk line within fifteen months from the
breaking of the roads. Work will be commenced within three
months after the delegation to the company of the Order-inCouncil authorising the construction. The trams null be kept
running at intervals from 7.30 a.m. to 11.30 p.m., and tho rate
of speed is to be not more than 10 miles nor less than seven
miles per hour. The fares are arranged in threepenny sections.
At any time during the 30 years tho company 'will hand over
the plant and rolling stock complete, in consideration of the
payment of a sum equal to the paid-up capital, together with
interest foi the remaining years calculated at 10 per cent, per
annum, or at the end of the 30 years at a valuation. This last
applies only to the rolling stock, etc., as tho tram-line itself
reverts to the council at the end of the term. The conference
unanimously decided to recommend the councils to accept the
tender embodying the foregoing conditions. The Eaglehawk
councillors were anxious to have a double line all the way to
Eaglehawk, but Mr. Booth, who was present, would not commit
his syndicate to this altogether, but he promised that they would
construct a double line as soon as the profits showed that a
return of 8 per cent, could be realised between Eaglehawk and
Sandhurst. When the Order-in-Council is obtained, the town
clerk was empowered to delegate the authority to the syndicate
without delay. The prevailing feeling amongst the members of
the conference was that they -had secured a very liberal offer,
and all showed a desire to push on with the formalities necessary
to be gone through, so as to got the work commenced as rapidly
as possible,
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Knowledge, 30th January, 1885.
It must be borne in mind that if there is a form of locomo
tion in which electricity has anything like a prospect of being
able to compete successfully with the present order of things
that form is to be found in the propulsion of tramcars. Here
horses are almost the sole agent employed, and, as every one can
see without any great stretch of imagination, such an agent
droves an highly expensive one. In some districts steam has
been, or is being, tried as a substitute for horse-power; but
while the expense is certainly less, the accidents which have so
far resulted from the use of steam-propelling cars have fostered
and increased a prejudice against them which is not likely to be
speedily overcome.
Engineering, 3rd April, 1885.
On Tuesday last there was a public and very successful trial,
on the lines of the South London Tramway Company, of an
electrically driven tramcar. The propelling power was furnished
by secondary batteries manufactured by the Electric Power
Storage Company, and the motors and gear were constructed to
the designs of Mr. A. iteckenzaun, of No. 60 Queen Victoria
Street, whose name is intimately associated in this country with
the utilisation of electric accumulators for the purpose of loco
motion, both by laud and water.
The car which figured in the trial trip has already been run
ning at night on Queens Boad, Battersea, for six weeks past, in
order to subject its machinery to a prolonged trial, and pre
viously to that it was tested for a considerable time at Millwall,
upon a line 400 feet long, with inclines varying from 1 in 17 to
1 in 40, and with a curve of 35 ft. radius. The trip was under
taken to give local board of Wandsworth an opportunity of
seeing the performance of the ear before granting their per
mission for its use within their district, 'thirty passengers were
carried, and the full rate of speed allowed was easily main
tained even up-hill, very considerable inclines being easily
mounted. The car proved to be under complete control, and
could be stopped and started ns readily as a horse-ear. The
machinery ran perfectly Bilently, and an inside passenger had
no evidence that there was anything unusual in the vehicle,
except from the interest manifested by the people on
the footpaths, and occasionally by the behaviour of a too
intelligent horse, who seemed inclined to resent this in
vasion of the vested interests his race possess in street trac
tion.
The car carries under the seats sixty accumulators -weighing
40lbs. each, and capable of propelling it, with a load of 40 pas
sengers, over an average country for two hours.
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The cells can be run out at the end of the car and replaced by
fresh ones in a few moments. The current is utilised in two
motors each mounted on a four-wheel bogie frame, and driving
one of the axles direct by means of a worm and worm-wheel.
The worms are very quick pitched, so that the wheels can drive
them when the car is running down hill, or travelling by
momentum only. The wormwheels dip into oil baths. All the
connections are taken to main switches on the driver’s platform.
Each Bwitch handle has three positions, in the first the circuit is
broken, in the second the current passes through the two motors
in series, and in the third the motors are connected up parallel
to each other. The total weight of the car and machinery is
tons, made up as follows: cars, 2j tons; accumulators, l£ ton;
motors and gear, i ton. The working expenses for traction in
cluding interest and depreciation are estimated at 3Jd. per car
mile, or one-half of horse-traction.

Iron, 24th July, 1885.
Before going into details on the subject it may bo interesting
to dwell for a moment upon the figures in the table below, which
was prepared in order to show what power a pair of horses are
capable of exerting. T ho power exerted in propelling a 4U-passenger car, tractive force ill) lb per ton, two horses pulling 4.5
tons, is at—
7miles per hour- -on level road

G

G
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4
3

x

x
x

,,
x

4 „
6

3

X

.*
x

,,

»
X

on gradient of 1 in 75
,,
„ 1 in 37
X
X
1 in 37
„
„ 1 in 25
„
„ X in 25
„
x X in 25
„
„ 1 in 18

2.02 horse power
2.1G
4.32
5.4
4.32
4.32
S.7G
7.2
5.4

The additional power necessary to pull a ear round curves
cannot be ascertained with equal accuracy; it depends uppn
the radius of the curve, the amount of play in the axle-boxes
and the size of the wheel flanges; a flexible wheel base will
considerably facilitate the movement on curved roads.
The force required to start a ear and to get up speed is
necessarily greater than that required to maintain the speed
uniformly. It is a variable “quantity," sayB Mr. D. K. Clark
in his admirable book on tramways, “ for it may be anything
that horses choose to exert,” But it has been found by ex
periment that the momentary starting force is about four times
the tractive force when once in motion : thus we may form a
rough idea as to the exertion of a horse in starting a car on the
level or on an incline. Horses cannot tell us of their sufferings,
we know, nevertheless, that life in the tramway service is but
short, although they work no longer than three or four hours a
day. It is barbarous to use horses, as these figures show yet
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there has been until recently no economical substitute, and it is
only within the last few years that mechanical traction has made
any headway; that mechanical power will supersede animal
power, and that at no distant date, is admitted on all hands ;
but the question of the kind of mechanical power to be em
ployed is Btill an open one. It is often asked why so much
mechanical power is required for the propulsion of trnmcars,
and why it is that a tram locomotive should be made to give as
much as 40 indicated horse power and more, while two horses
seem to do the same amount of work.
The above table shows what mechanical work is actually
being done., Janies Watt ascertained experimentally that a
strong dray horse is capable of producing a continuous effect
of 33,000 foot-pounds per minute; but we see that one tram
horse does the work of three or four dray horses very fre
quently. When we consider that a tramway steam locomotive
often weighs from eight to ten tons without the car and
passengers, it becomes evident that the indicated horse-power
above given is no extravagant measure.
Take a locomotive
car, and passengers as weighing together 13 or 14 tons, then
in order to move that load on a level road at a speed of 7
miles an hour with a tractive force of 30 lb. per ton, we
require from 7 to 8 actual horse power, which is equivalent,
after allowing for engine friction, to about 11 indicated horse
power ; and, when travelling up an incline of 1 in 37,
something like 34 indicated horse-power.
Eeducing our
figures to a co-efficient, and maintaining that the tractive
force is 30 lbs. per ton on a level but dirty road, we come to the
conclusion that when moving at the rate of 7 miles an hour in a
straigt line, we shall consume 8 foot-pounds of work for every
pound of weight in the rails ; on an incline 1.75 we consume 16
foot-pounds, and on an incline 1.37, >34 foot-pounds for every
pound weight carried at the same speed. Therefore it is of the
•utmost importance to reduce the dead weight to be propelled to a
minimum. Where the locomotive engine has to drag the car
behind it, it becomes necessary to provide weight in order to
obtain good adhesion on the mils, and the best plan no doubt
would be to utilise the weight of the car and passengers for this
purpose.
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